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The committee is chaired by Dr. Edmund Pellegrino, director of the Center
for the Advanced Study of Ethics, and
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President Leo J. O’Donovan, SJ.
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The Nursing School appointed a ninemember search committee Nov. 4 to find
a replacement for former Dean Alma
Wooley who retired in October.
The committee will accept applications for the position until early
February, and in early April will make a
final recommendation to University

by Kevin FitzGerald, SJ, executive as-
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sistant at the department of pathology at
the Medical Center.
Many faculty members and students
were upset that a doctor, rather than a
nurse, was chosen to chair the committee, according to Patty Flaherty (NUR
’93), a member of the academic council
and the committee.
The committee held an open forum in

St. Mary’s board room yesterday to
allow

faculty

and

students

stages of the interviewing process.
Flaherty said she and other people
who attended the forum were impressed
by the committee’s diversity and the
issues it raised. Eight students attended
the open forum and discussed their
views of the nursing school and what
they wanted in a nursing school.
The new dean must have: a doctoral
degree, a masters in nursing, a distinguished record of scholarship, proven

Catholic Publication
On Sex Called ‘Sexist’
By Mark Phillips
HOYA Staff Writer

A booklet issued by Campus Ministry
about pre-marital sex, basic sexual activity and cohabitation has sparked opposition from members of women’s
advocacy groups who labeled the literature sexist.
The booklet, titled “The Sexual Challenge,” was “a nightmare,” said Kelli
McTaggart (CAS 92), a co-chair of GU
Choice. “[It] is damaging to women because it gives a false sense of sexuality
which says that a woman should be
ashamed if she is sexually active.”
The booklet, which was distributed at
some October masses that addressed

administrative experience, the ability to
work effectively with all parts of the
university and success in attracting and
promoting external funding support, according to FitzGerald.
The students said they believed the
most important qualification the new
dean should have is approachability.
The new dean should be “personable to
students to maintain the close-knit feeling of community that we already have,”
said Debbie Spitznagel (NUR ’93). The
new dean should be someone “not too
intellectual, but down to earth and

knowledgable,” she said.

to express

“The status of the career of nursing

their concerns about the future of the
Nursing School and to learn about the

could be raised with a dean that had both
See DEAN, p. 3
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Criticize
Booklet

Nursing Students Call for Major Changes
By Suzanne Lieberman
HOYA Staff Writer
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University President Leo J. O'Donovan, SJ, greets the Patriarch of the Russian Orthodox Church Friday.
”
:

the United States Catholic

Conference

and has also been available in the CamSee BOOKLET, p. 3
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By Patrick Lord
HOYA Staff Writer
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Patrick J. Buchanan (CAS ’61).

3

Arkansas Governor and

’61), the conservative
columnist and television
commentator nicknamed
“the pit bull of the American
Right” by columnist George Will, is considering challenging President’ George Bush for the 1992 Republican
presidential nomination.
Angela Bay Buchanan, the columnist’s sister and political advisor, announced Thursday to members of the press
that Buchanan was considering running and would make
a final decision over Thanksgiving.
If Buchanan chooses to run, he will be the third Georgetown graduate to enter next year’s race. Arkansas Gover-

1992 Democratic presidential candidate Bill Clinton
(SFS 68) will deliver a
speech called “A New World
Of Opportunity: A New Covenant For Economic Change,”
Wednesday at 2:30 in Gaston Hall, according to Terry
Wolf, a spokesperson for the Clinton campaign.
Wednesday's speech will be Clinton’s second at Georgetown since he declared his candidacy for the White
House in early October. In his Oct. 23 speech, Clinton
discussed the broad terms of his presidential platform,
entitled “The New Covenant.”
Six hundred people attended
the address, and Clinton was frequently interrupted by

nor Bill Clinton (SES ’68) is attempting to secure the |
Democratic nomination for president and Alison Lord, a

rounds of applause from a supportive audience.
Clinton’s lectures are being sponsored by the Lecture

recent

been

Fund, the College Democrats and the Georgetown chapter

According to an article in the New York Times,
Buchanan is expected to campaign on a platform of
“America first” and to oppose affirmative action.
Buchanan is a syndicated columnist and publisher of his

Tomorrow’s speech will focus specifically on Clinton’s
economic platform. The speech will “outline his strategy
for recovering from the recession and for achieving
economic growth and opportunity,” Wolf said.

CNN's Crossfire and NBC’s The McLaughlin Group.
Buchanan served as a speech writer and communications

Decemby to outline his foreign policy goals, according to
olf.

graduate

of the

Law

Center,

has

already

nominated as the Libertarian vice presidential candidate.
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By Patrick Lord
HOYA Staff Writer

Patrick J. Buchanan (CAS
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own conservative newsletter. He is also a commentator on
See BUCHANAN, p.3
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Earlier this year, in the midst of the
seemingly endless recession, 26

groups work within the large, and often
mind-boggling
bureaucracy
of
tion as an economic democracy,” Stumberg said. The Institute is working “to

* David Bosco encourages the government to allot the
majority of the budget for the Armed Services to the Navy
because it is the most important military unit in this country
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Hispanic families were left homeless
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after a fire destroyed the building they
had bought for a community home.
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Organization under the auspices of the
munity needs in a way involv[ing] comGeorgetown Law Center, convinced the
munity action.”
city government to award Section 8 = To this end, the institute provides legal
housing certificates to the families. The
services to tenant associations, coopera-

asketball players signed a nationa : .
ter-of-intent yesterday to Lia
under
Coach John Thompson at Georgetown
next year, The Washington Post reports
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building,

according

to the

Oct. 29, Washington Post.

Washington. “Housing [should] func-

meet with the tenant associations they
represent at least once a month.
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“strengthen the effectiveness of

helping to form an organization to max-

levels,” according to Robert K. Stum-

stitute does alotof good in redistributing

democracy
\

in both

state and

local

berg, a director at the institute. “We

imize their rights,” Rich said. “The in-

See HARRISON, p. 3
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in 1978 to honor its main benefactor
second-year student at the Law Center
Nancy Harrison, specializes in housing,
and an intern at the Harrison Institute.
rent control, community development
“[Because] tenants don’t feel in control
and licencing issues.
of their environment it is hard to make
But the institute does much more than
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points, 13.4 rebounds, 4.2 blocks, an

assists a game as a junior. Spencer also
has career

highs

of 43 points
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Buy a pair of Levi’s button fly 501s
and live in ’em for a month.
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If you don’t absolutely love them,
just bring them back for a full refund.
That’s it. Guaranteed.
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Search
DEAN, from p. 1
nurturing and scholarly qualities, but
who also taught a few of the nursing
classes,” said Mary Burke, an assistant

professor in the Nursing School.
“[The new dean should] be at the
forefront of [the nursing] school, as the
other deans are, [and] “energize students
and help develop a less negative perception of our school,” Nicole Geller (NUR
’93) said.
“We’re hidden because we’re tied
more to the medical school than to the
undergrads,” said Rose Cummings
(NUR ’93).
Students also discussed the lack of
respect the Nursing School was accorded by Georgetown’s other schools.
Students must often defend the school
because statistics have shown how
“easy” it is to gain admission to the
Nursing School, according to Eileen DeGraan (NUR ’93).
Other student suggestions included
reorganizing the curriculum to allow
students free electives during freshman
year.
The other five committee members
are: K.N. Sivasubramanian, director of
nurseries in the Division of Neonatology; Sister Carol Taylor, a nurse at the
Ethicist Center for Clinical Bioethics;
Willard Barnes, assistant director of
Obstetrics and Gynecology; Janice
Feldman, director of nursing; and Beth

Soldo, associate professor and chair of
the Department of Demography.

Institute
Aids DC’s
Homeless

Excerpts From

“The Sexual Challenge”
Bad Reasons to Have Sex Now
* Everyone is ‘‘doing it”’

* Your boyfriend or girlfriend is pushing you

HARRISON, from p. 1
power and resources out of the hands of
those that traditionally exploit into the
hands of the traditionally exploited. [It]
is empowering when done on a large
scale., The cooperative model can be
reproduced and extended into other
areas of commerce.”
With everyone strapped for cash these
days, raising funds is the institute’s most
challenging task, Stumberg said. Although the institute receives a grant from
the city to provide free legal assistance
to low-income tenant associations with
Spanish-speaking members, the
institute’s multi-family housing program is not fully funded by this grant or
by the Law Center. This makes it difficult to represent some low-income
families who cannot afford legal fees,
according to Stumberg.
The institute must raise private donations to compensate for the lack of
government funding.
The institute employs 30 Georgetown
students in the state legislation’ and
housing clinic programs, according to
Stumberg. Counsels have to be “really
careful’ not to become: paternalistic,”
said Rich.

* To make your parents mad or get
away from them or to become independent

* To be or feel grown up
* To find out what it’s like
* To hold on to a relationship

* To hurt someone or get back at them
* To have pleasure or fun
* To imitate what you see on television

* To stop feeling lonely
* To be popular

* To forget about problems at home

Good

or in the movies

Reasons to Wait for Sex

* You don’t want to
* You're not ready physically or mentally for sexual involvement
* You don’t want to be pregnant or get

someone pregnant

* You

don’t want

to get a sexually

transmitted disease (STD)
* Your religion says it’s wrong
* You want to wait until you’re in love

or married

* Itcould lead to the trauma of abortion
or the loss of adoption
* You might be pressured to marry
early
* You don’t want certain family
problems
* You want financial stability before
having a family
* You want the freedom to become

more creative in sharing feelings

* It would upset your parents if they
found out
* Your reputation might be hurt
* Your boyfriend or girlfriend isn’t
ready

* It could interfere with your future
plans
* You want to be free from guilt, doubt,

worry

* You want the freedom to develop
skills and abilities
* You want the freedom to build
greater trust in marriage
* You want to foster a healthy self-appreciation
* You want the freedom to become the
best person you can be.

Reprinted from ‘The Sexual Challenge’’ ©1990 by the U.S. Catholic Conference
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rently provided.

went back because I had such strong
feelings for her. I appreciated what a

“I generally found the [booklet] offensive, especially the quotation on the
front cover which shows virgin women
as ‘prizes’ in the eyes of men,” said
Diana Maier (SFS 92), a coordinator of
Reproductive Health Week, which
began yesterday at Georgetown.
“[The booklet] doesn’t teach people
how to deal with their responsibility of
their body” because the booklet did not
address the possility of birth control, and
is the only literature Campus Ministry

prize she was after I dated the easy
girls,”” the booklet said.
In addition, the booklet advocates sex
only after marriage and encourages
young people to seek the Catholic
Church for guidence if they are thinking
of having sex before they are married.
Elinor

Haider

(CAS

’94),

a coor-

dinator for Reproductive Health Week,

said GU Choice was considering joining
the Women’s Center and the Women’s

Caucus in sponsoring a petition to oppose to the booklet.
“I honestly don’t think that people

read through [the booklet] because, I
think someone would have done something about it already,” Haider said.
The material in the booklet represents
“a very conservative view which the
Catholic church maintains,” according
to Haider. She said she wished Campus
Ministry would be “a little more
egalitarian in their perspective” because
abstinence was not reality for most
people on campus.

of a

amines ways of discussing sexual behavior, said the booklet was “one small
effort by Campus Ministry to represent
traditional church teachings.”
“[Campus Ministry] wanted to make
sure that our voice was heard” and to
show that “the church has given a lot of
thought to the broader issues of
sexuality,” Taylor said. “Our goal is to
initiate dialogue” on campus and, eventually, to start a program on sexuality for
freshmen, she said.

Governor Brings
Campaign to GU
CLINTON, from p.1
After his speech, Clinton will briefly
meet with members of Georgetown Students for Clinton, according to Matt
Gobush (SFS 94), chair of the group.
Georgetown Students for Clinton does
not have official club status from the
university but has approximately 33
members,

Panelists:

Gobush

said. He

described

the group as “informal” and said it hoped
to send students to help the Clinton campaign for the New Hampshire primary.
Gobush said the group has printed 50
T-Shirts that it will sell outside Healy
tomorrow, and members plan to dis-

tribute biographical literature about
Clinton outside Gaston Hall.
Tickets for the speech are free and will
be distributed on a first come first served

basis today beginning at 11:30 at the
Leavey information desk.

Clinton, who won a Rhodes scholarship upon his graduation from Georgetown and later graduated from Yale
Law School, was first elected governor
of Arkansas in 1979. He has served as
governor every term since except for the
1981-82 term.

Reproductive Health Beat Reporter for USA TODAY

Buchanan
Declares

Amy Hamilton

Candidacy

Editor for OFF OUR BACKS

-

TONIGHT (TUESDAY NOV. 19)
7:30 P.M.

WHITE GRAVENOR 201B
Special Thanks to the Lecture Fund

Leaders of GU Choice came across the
booklet while they were involved in discussions with Dean of Student Affairs
John J. DeGioia last week over a birth
control pamphlet from Planned Parenthood, which DeGioia later rejected for
campus distribution.
When DeGioia told GU Choice he
might refuse to let the club distribute the
Planned Parenthood pamphlet, McTaggart and McKenna went on a campus-wide search to find what
information on sex the university cur-

with me. I even dropped her twice, but I

| Clinton To
Give Talk
In Gaston

and other Issues

——

and she still is. I lost my virginity in the
eighth grade, and I’d be lying if I said I
never tried to talk her into going to bed

Sister Carol Taylor, a member

Women in the field of journalism
Gender Inclusive Language
Gender portrayals in the Media

-

She was a virgin when we started to date,

Campus Ministry committee that ex-

Niacin

z

pus Ministry office in Healy since October.
One passage on the cover of the booklet that has received criticism from
female campus leaders quotes a 20-yearold man who talks about sex.
“I’ve been dating a girl for two years.

Director of Campus Ministry, Robert

Gender Issues

rn"

BOOKLET, from p. 1

J. Rokusek, said he would not comment
on the booklet because he had never seen
it and did not know about it.

are cosponsoring a panel discussion on:

mn

Women’s Groups
Call Booklet ‘Sexist’

provides that deals with sex, she said.

When McTaggart approached DeGioia about the boolket, she said he
agreed there was a serious lack of offi-

cial campus information regarding
* sexuality.
DeGioia said he did not want to comment specifically on the booklet but that
he was currently working with members
of the university community to establish
a “responsibility concerning information about birth control.”
“DeGioia read the first page and realized that this wasn’t a good way” for
Georgetown to express its views on
sexuality, McTaggart said. The booklet
was sexist because it condoned men’s
sexual activity but condemned women’s
sexual activity, she said.
However, some students felt differently. “You can make anything out to be
sexist if you want to,” Lisa Faraldo
(NUR ’95) said. “But, I don’t feel it’s

sexist.”
Other students said the booklet was
ill-conceived. Chris Vauthy (CAS ?95)
said, “I find no value in this pamphlet. .
.Itis almost funny because it is not based
on any facts.”

Vauthy said it would be

muchimore helpful if sexual activity in
marriage was addressed in the booklet
rather than the booklet only condemning
pre-marital sex.

Recruit
RECRUIT,

from p. 1

rebounds in a game.
Because of NCAA regulations,
Thompson was not allowed to comment
about Spencer until the signed papers are
received by the athletic department.
Although close to seven feet, Spencer
plays small forward and at times, shooting guard. Farid Mateen, Spencer’s high
school coach, considers his star forward
to be “almost like Magic Johnson” because of his size, agility, and shooting
and passing ability, the Post reported.
Spencer decided to attend Georgetown Sunday night and signed the let-

ter-of-intent yesterday. According to

Mateen, Spencer’s final decision came
down to Georgetown and Louisiana
State University, home of player-of-the-

year candidate Shaquille O’Neal.
Mateen said that Spencer was “very impressed with the academic program at
Georgetown” and thought Thompson
would “get the best out of him,” according to the Post article. Spencer currently
has a 3.1 GPA.
Spencer follows a long line of players to come through Georgetown’s
“Louisiana pipeline,” including former
stars Steve Martin, Jaren Jackson, Perry

McDonald, and Dwayne Bryant, all
from New Orleans, and current starting
guard Joey Brown, from Morgan City.
In related recruiting news, 6-foot-9,
210-pound Othella Harrington, another
blue-chip prospect heavily recruited by
Georgetown, yesterday decided not to
sign early, according to his high school
coach. Harrington was considered by
some ito be the No. 1 rebounder in the
nation, averaging 19.4 boards a game
last year while also averaging 28 points
and 5.9 blocks a game. The forward
from Jackson, MS, is also interested in

Mississippi State, Kentucky, Texas, and
Tulane.
The last day that high school players
can sign early is Wednesday.

Columnist Will
Challenge Bush
BUCHANAN, from p. 1
director in the Nixon and Reagan administrations.

Media pundits have speculated
Buchanan would not present a serious
threat to Bush for the nomination, but
that he could damage Bush’s monopoly
on conservative republicans by making
a modest showing in the New
Hampshire primary.
Commentators on this week’s show of
the McLaughlin Group said Buchanan
might also be setting himself up to run
for president in 1996.

News Tips?

687-3415.
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EDITORIAL

search of fulfillment with “easy girls.”
these

sexually

active women

referred to as “easy,” while

the man

—

who had sex in junior high school — is
not judged similarly? In addition, the
man claims his- girlfriend's virginity
eventually made him go back to her,
because he “appreciated what a prize

she was.” This statement clearly objecportraying them as pretty

things to be obtained and kept. If anything, it alienates college-aged women
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. News Editor
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homosexual

acts

immoral.

Plainly,

violence, derision and hatred directed
against homosexuals needs to be combatted on campus and, arguably, those
who profess pride in homosexual conduct can make an important contribution
to this struggle. However, it demeans
and undermines the campaign against

——

ship of ACT-UP

apologizes for past

conduct and renounces and condemns
similar conduct in the future, its role in
anti-hate demonstration should be the
same as that of its ethical blood brothers,
the “skinheads” and the Klan. Let it be
invoked as a further example of the spite
we here renounce.

joining forces with people whose idea of
protest is to desecrate a house of worship.
Let us, by all means, join hands for

greater tolerance. Those of us who are
people of color have a special cause to
welcome this initiative. But no one can
grasp a hand that is clenched inrage. The

—
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JORGE GARCIA
PROFESSOR OF PHILOSOPHY

‘Bad Reasons

to Have

Sex

Now”

and “Good Reasons to Wait for Sex,”
seem more appropriate for 12-year-olds
than 21-year-old adults. Few students
at Georgetown probably feel, as the
pamphlet suggests, that there is pressure to have sex “to be popular,” “to
imitate what [they] see on television or
in the movies” or “to make [their] parents

mad or get away from them or to become
independent.” It is also unclear why a
good reason for Georgetown students to
put off sex would be because they want
“freedom to become more creative” or
want “the freedom to become the best
person you can be.”
Overall, this pamphlet condescends to
college-aged students rather than
providing them with a solid argument for
abstinence. A much better case for
abstinence can be made, and unfortunately, this booklet does not make it.
If the university is serious about providing students with information on the
Catholic view of sex — which it should,
since it occasionally prevents students
from obtaining information about birth
control — administrators should get rid
of “The Sexual Challenge” and find
something less sexist and more relevant
to the Georgetown community.

To The Editor:"
As a member of the ertoiing arts, I
have seen and been a part of critics’
reviews for years. Yet, never was I so
confused, disappointed and angry with
the inaccuracies of the critique of The

familiarize oneself ii) the history and
background before making judgments

taken ini understanding the eo
of the African American life and the

or critiques of characters. Therefore, as
stated in the article, it was said that Tif-

church. How

fany Davis “adds some needed levity”
and “is emphatically saved.” First, the

this is a clear indication of the writer not

Amen Corner that ran Nov. 8.

character of Sister Moore, as well as all
the other characters, are based on real

Allow me to point out the basics of
what I assumed to be the critic’s job:
first, one discusses the portrayal of the
characters by the cast, the deliverance of
emotion and energy by the cast. Second,
one reflects on the lighting of the performance, does it complement the scenes or
not? Third,

is the stage set well, is it

original, innovative, does it help to add
to the reality of the play? Fourth, do the
costumes fit the time period, do they add
to the atmosphere of the overall production? Fifth, did the director direct well,
are there weak moments or is it a strong
performance? And sixth, are there extra
additions to the play that the director
could have left out or should she have
inserted other mediums?
Some don’ts: when reviewing a play,
one generally does not give the plot
away! For clarification, one may make
reference to a particular scene, but that’s
it. One does not make an assumption of
a character where the knowledge or fact
is not given or implied. Luke (played by
Clarence Baker) was not an alcoholic
just because he played an instrument in
abar. There is no direct or indirect statement to Luke having a drinking problem. (NOTE: All black men do not die
of heart attacks — Luke has tuberculosis, as mentioned by Brother
Boxer).
One needs to understand (or at least

CORRECTION
. A recent letter to the editor by Lisa
Small (LAW ’92) omitted the following paragraph:
The military discriminates against
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older students, gay students and stu-

dents with disabilities for no more
reason than prejudice. There is no
way in which being heterosexual is a
bona fide occupational qualification
in any field. There is no way in which
being under 35 or 28 or whatever, is
a bona fide occupational qualification in any military endeavor. There
is no way in which physical perfection is a bona fide occupational
qualification in any law practice.
And there is no way in which Georgetown, with its formal anti-discrimination policy and its alleged
spiritual commitment to justice, can
continue to countenance this unreasonable denial of opportunity on
the basis of stereotype.

Letters to the Editor

c/o THE HOYA
421 Leavey
Box 938 Hoya Station

people. Ms. Davis did not ham up ‘her

character, this is who her character is.
Second, Sister Moore is not saved in the
first act; she has been saved all her life.

She gives testimony (which is a striking
difference) and praises God, filled with

is it the writer is able to

describe the script as “soap box”? I think
understanding and trivializing the value
and importance of the church to these
characters. Would the writer go to a

production by Mask and Bauble and
criticize Shakespeare’s script? Again, I
think not.
James Baldwin takes “great pains” to
show us the strong connection these
characters have to god. Where there is
melodrama in this script is beyond me.
It is drama: Sister Margaret loses every-

the holy spirit. Whereas if Luke had
accepted God, then one could say he was
saved.
thing most sacred to her and, by the end
Let’s look at the spirituals in the play.
of the play, is forced to reevaluate her
they are about praising the Lord. Yet if
own spirituality, in that we each have
you really know what the meaning is to
a spiritual, you will understand these - our own personal relationship with the
Lord. Preaching and giving sermon is
songs were about trying to escape from
typical an ritual in black life. It is not
slavery to the underground railroad;
overdone nor falls into any “polemic
thereby symbolically expressing within
the context of the play, the escape form
speeches.” The writer goes on to discuss
“simple truths.” If you cannot see the
the oppression of “worldly sins” to being
with God where there is no oppression,
truth and religion within simplicity, how
else are you expected to understand the
no black or white, no evil. The “lack of
role of the church in your life?
songs” within the play was a calculated
While I am sure the cast of The Amen
decision by the director to focus emCorner is appreciative of recognizing
phasis on certain parts of the script.
their performance as flawless, this play
(NOTE: This was not a musical).
was chosen by the executive board of
The most crucial problem I have with
The Black Theatre Ensemble for the
the critique is the audacity of the writer
true, spiritual message the play it brings
to criticize one of America’s most brilforth. To call the script or the meaning
liant, celebrated and talented writers,
of the play “simple truths” is underminJames Baldwin. Has the writer ever read
ing its value.
any African American literature, let
alone any works by James Baldwin? I
think not; however, I.could be mistaken.

For if she has, then I think she is mis-
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Review of “The Amen. Corner’ ‘Deserves No Praise
A

cause most of its arguments simply do
not apply to adults of university age. The ~
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fails to reach its intended audience be-
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sues and provides college-aged students
with reasons not to have sex, as well as
a similar list of reasons to wait.
This pamphlet, however, fails as an
effective tool in educating students
about sex, and the sexism in its text is
also highly offensive.
A prominent quote on the cover relates
the tale of “a 20-year-old male” and his
sexual history. Although he lost his virginity in the eighth grade, he says his
current girlfriend is still a virgin, and
this caused him to “drop her twice” in

tifies women,

ment. The problem of diversity at the Pub
is a serious one, and the NAACP should
work with the managers of the Pub, not
against them.

campaign against hate should be a cause
that brings us together. If those who
resort to storm trooper tactics are admitted to its ranks, however, it is sure to
become divisive as more thoughtful and
sensitive elements in the community
come forward to protest the implicit
legitimization of tactics and attitudes
that epitomize what an anti-hate campaign should oppose. Until the leader-

alliance with those who

advocate and practice the use of force
against people they imagine to be
enemies simply because of religious,
moral and political differences. According to THEHOYA, this demonstration was
motivated in part by an incident in which
someone mockingly shouted “Hey,
boys” to two students he thought to be
gay. We need to affirm that these taunts
have no place at Georgetown, but it is
perverse to challenge them by cheerfully

mn

to students

Catholic Church's position on sexual is-

are

NAACP leaders unless they go down to
the pub and talk directly with manage-

hate to make

PLimme

sex available

campus. Curious undergrads consulting Campus Ministries for guidance
about sex and birth control could be
provided with a booklet called “The
Sexual Challenge,” which outlines the

Why

should be sought. Sit-ins and boycotts
may bring attention to their cause, but a
real solution will still continue to elude

To The Editor:
The recent campus demonstration
against prejudice and hate, however
well-intentioned, contained a disturbing
and dangerous element. This was the
participation of the group ACT-UP
(Aids Coalition to Unleash Power).
ACT-UP is itself an anti-religious hate
group, as manifested by its notorious
practice of disrupting religious services

A

about

means

‘The Sexual Challenge’

lthough Dean of Student Affairs
John J. DeGioia prohibited GU
Choice
from
distributing
pamphlets to students about
birth control last week, there is information

constructive

DANIELLA BLUMENTHAL

“SLL ’92

Fire Safety Should Be Priority No. 1
To The Editor:
We would like to compliment THE
Hova’s coverage of the efforts to

improve fire safety. We lived on the

obligation to take whatever steps
possible to ensure the safety of its
students.
If building stairwells and installing
fire detectors in air vents can help
prevent students from potentially
being trapped in a burning building,
then the university should spend
whatever necessary to safeguard
students’ lives.

third floor of Copley during the
February 1990 fire that completely
destroyed one room and caused
severe smoke damage to most of the
other rooms on the floor. The entire
floor was evacuated for one week.
The university tore down the hall
Granted, the university does not
ceiling, tore up the carpet, scrubbed
have money to burn (please excuse
all the rooms down and repainted to
the pun), but if you consider that they
cover the damage.
spent $25,000 just to dry-clean the
The university did an admirable
soot out of our clothes after the
job of relocating us and our belongings, providing free meal plans and - Copley fire, then a $37,686 stairwell
for Copley seems like a good investeven laundry tickets to wash everyment.
thing covered in soot. They are to be
The issue should not be money.
commended for the way they handThe issue is safety.
led this crisis.
However,

the

fire

could

have

spread, the damage could have been
worse and lives could have been lost.
This incident underscores the fact
that the university has a moral

—
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Pub employees work through the night

responsible

ACT-UP Has No Place at Vigil Against Hate

TL ST
ST

guest deejays to ensure diversity in
musical programming, posted a calendar
of events, and asked for suggestions on
how to diversify the programming. The
managers’ efforts in these areas should
be recognized and applauded.
Another allegation levied by the NAACP
is that the Pub is unclean and unsafe
due to beer on the floor on “Pub nights.”
Admittedly, the Pub is dirty and beer is
on the floor, but this is an uncontrollable
“situation when hundreds of students are
romping and rollicking the night away.

Poa,

|A

community. The Pub has also sponsored

NAACP leaders should recognize that
holding a sit-in Thursday night will be
counterproductive to their cause. This
form of “non-violent protest” has the
potential to ignite a dangerous confrontation between adamant protestors and
drunk pub-goers. Clearly, a more

LN

tive to recommendations by the student

TTI

employees participated in the GUSAsponsored “Pub Forum” and were recep-

their grievances.

LS

to accom-

ANN

this year

S|

strides

modate all students. Karen Brough, the
manager of the Basement, and other Pub

ISABEL M. WADEMAN
CAS ’92
CHRISTINE M. MALOY
SFS ’92

| TAT

nificant

and into the early morning to clean the
walls and floors. By lunchtime, the Pub
is clean.
- These problems are not going to disappear overnight. The diversity problem in
particular will take cooperation by both
sides and a committment by leaders of
the NAACP and the Pub to discuss and
implement ways to make the pub more
diverse. However, the NAACP's strategy
of boycotting and sitting-in will only
serve to exacerbate racial tensions on
campus. Constructive dialogue is the
preferred way to solve problems, especially in this situation where the Pub
manager has publicly said she is willing
to talk to NAACP leaders and address

—
———

he Georgetown chapter of the
NAACP has announced plans to
boycott The Basement and has
called on students to participate
in a sit-in Thursday. The protest is
meant to call attention to uncleanliness
and a lack of diversity in the Pub. NAACP
leaders said they presented a letter outlining their protest to aPubemployee
last week; the Pub manager said she
never received the letter.
The NAACP leaders’ complaints have
some merit. The music fare at the Pub
still predominantly caters to mainstream
tastes. However, the Pub has made sig-

Fo

Sit-in Will Not Work

So

NAACP
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VIEWPOINT
Catina R. Alexander

David Bosco

Don’t Sink Navy’s Ship

Women
And
AIDS

Cuts in the Navy’s Budget Would Be Damaging to U.S. Defense

Care
For
Female
Victims Must Improve
In May 1990, the New York Times published an article titled

heterosexual transmission.” The cited five percent referred to

the heterosexual transmission rate among the entire AIDS
population.

erOO

This statistic could have been subdivided into percentages
for both men and women. Two percent of the male population
with the HIV virus and 31 percent of the female population
contracted the virus through heterosexual contact. That the
New York Times article failed to illustrate the differences in
heterosexual transmission rates between men and women,
according to AIDS activists, epitomizes the popular culture’s
inattention to women with AIDS.

-
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AIDS has been falsely termed the “gay plague.” Subsequently, women have not been included in the majority of
AIDS research and testing, nor have they been diagnosed as
carriers of the virus. Only recently have AIDS activist groups,
such as ACT UP (AIDS Coalition To Unleash Power), advocated exploration of the symptoms, methods of transmission
and health care for women with AIDS or HIV.
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This week is Reproductive
Currently, women constitute nine percent of all AIDS cases.
However, this figure may well be a gross underestimation of
the frequency of AIDS or HIV infection within the female
population.

Risa Denenberg, in her article “Unique Aspects of HIV

Infection in Women,” argues women are misdiagnosed, under-
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income, many women
are insured.
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Thirty-seven.million Americans are uninsured, and women
are less likely to have insurance than men. Women often

Women have not been included in

the majority of AIDS research
and testing.

a women does have insurance coverage, she may not be able

to utilize it if she was not diagnosed as a person with AIDS.
For women who are insured or can afford a year’s supply of
AZT, there are additional worries. Many women with
AIDS/HIV are unmarried and have dependents. These women
often do not receive regular child support. If the women work,
they have to be concerned with the high cost of child care.
Married, full-time women spend an average of 35 hours doing

—

it into a threat to

other types of disputes. Any one of these
The Navy also possesses the ability to
low-level conflicts has the potential to - introduce Marine Corps ground forces
expand into something larger. U.S. foralmost anywhere. These two services
ces that are fast and mobile are needed
train together constantly, and with the
in today’s new world political climate,
end of the Cold War, the Marines have
and the Navy is the force to meet this sufficient force to deal with almost any
conceivable situation in which ground
challenge.
No other armed service has the forces are necessary.
capability to project power to more parts
The need for large cuts in conventional
of the world as quickly as the Navy.
When Iraq invaded Kuwait, the first unit forces is clear; however, forces should
on the scene was an aircraft carrier battle not be cut equally from all the services.
It must be recognized that with the
group. For several days, that battle group
was all that stood between Saudi Arabia changed world situation some forces are
and the Iraqi army. With the turmoil in more valuable than others. The army,
with its huge numbers of ground troops,
Haiti, it was the Navy and the Marines,
can be cut drastically because of the
a division of the naval service, that were
ready to step in if American lives were reduced threat of massive conventional
in danger.
war. The Navy, though, is even more
Another quality of the Navy that important today than it was before the
makes it indispensable is its ability to recent changes, and to cut its budget
perform many tasks. Its sea power would be a huge mistake.
:
makes it capable of keeping any sea
route open, which is always vital with
David Bosco (CAS ’95) is a Hova
the importance of shipping to the world Assistant Viewpoint Editor.

Western Europe would be noticeable
enough so that NATO could respond in
time. The major threat for massive con-

ventional war has disappeared.
The potential for another type of conflict, however, has increased. With the
end

of

the

polarizing

Cold

War,

countries formerly under the Communist yoke are asserting their independence. This has and will lead to

economy. The aircraft carrier battle
groups give the Navy a mobile striking
capability that utilizes some of the best
planes in the world. Tomahawk cruise
missiles on several classes of Navy ships
allow for extremely accurate strikes
from several hundred miles away. In
many military conflicts against vastly
inferior forces, this combined striking
power would be sufficient to accomplish
the required mission.

increases in territorial, nationalist and

Connie Lum/The HOYA

nti-Washington Win

Anxious Incumbents Twist in the Winds of Change
_4
Suzanne Lieberman/The HOYA

physical labor in the home in addition to their 40-hour paid
jobs.
The government has not greatly helped women with AIDS.
The Center for Disease Control (CDC) does not include yeast
infections as a symptom of AIDS. Therefore, in terms of
governmental classification, a woman would remain HIV_positive as opposed to being assigned the classification of
being a “woman with AIDS.” The woman would then not be
entitled to government
care and rent subsidies.

subsidies, e.g. health benefits, child

The future for women with AIDS may seem bleak. Currently, heterosexual women are at the highest increase rate for
acquiring AIDS than are any other segments of the population.
Black women, in particular, are at high risk. In D.C., 84 percent
of all women with AIDS are African-Americans. However,

grass roots political organizations are raising the issue of
women and AIDS, hoping to counter the rising trend.
ACT UP NY took out a full-page advertisement in the New
York Times that said, “Women don’t get AIDS, they just die
from it.” The Human Rights Campaign Fund, a public interest
group that lobbies on issues dealing with AIDS, women’s
health, and gay and lesbian civil rights, is advocating the
Women’s Health Equity Act, which would authorize an increase in research funding for women with AIDS and provide
women with an office in the National Institute of Health (NIH).
ACT UP and other AIDS activists suggest the fatality rate
for women could be reduced and the number of AIDS cases
diminished if the government and medical researches recognize the prevalence of AIDS among the female population and
study women as women and not as pregnant mothers or
prostitutes. Furthermore, if funding and research are done on
drugs and their side effects that are specific to women, the lives
of women with AIDS could be extended.
Catina R. Alexander (CAS ’95) is a member of ACT UP DC.

The victory of Sen. Harris Wofford in
Pennsylvania two weeks ago against

former

Attorney

General

Dick

nedy administration made him a relic of

Wofford’s health care plan as being too

the 60s. In fact, Wofford went on to win

expensive without offering his own plan
until nearly the end of the campaign.
Pennsylvanians had the distinct im-

or break even in many of the counties
that in the past have offered the most
solid support to Republicans.
To many, Pennsylvania’s special election for a U.S. Senator was a sign that
Americans are increasingly uneasy
about the economy, and want their
leaders to “look home.”
Others cited Wofford’s platform,
which called for universal health insurance, as the source of his victory.
Wofford’s campaign commercials
stated directly his belief that all

Thornburgh has set the nation’s capital
ablaze with efforts by Democrats and
Republicans to address the nation’s
economic woes. :
Suddenly, President Bush canceled
his trip to Asia and began compromising
this week with Congress on the issue of
extending benefits for the unemployed.
Now Democrats and Republicans talk
about launching major proposals to
overhaul the nation’s health care system.
Why did this one special election for
a Senate seat motivate our political . Americans who are sick are entitled to a
leaders suddenly to show more concern
doctor just as all Americans who are
for America’s social problems?
accused of a crime are entitled to an
Perhaps those who are “inside the
attorney.
Beltway” were shocked that ThornOne clear message from this election
burgh started his campaign with a 44is that those who stand in the way of
point lead, boasting that he was “at home
honest progress in the United States
in the corridors of power,” and went on
might no longer be able to defeat their
to lose the election by 10 points. Incumopponents by trying to pin them with
bents might have reason to worry when
meaningless labels such as “liberal,”
someone such as Thornburgh with a
“soft on crime” or “tax and spend.”
huge lead and high name recognition
Those who paint themselves as exloses to someone who was as little
perienced leaders may have to start ofknown as Wofford.
fering real solutions to America’s
After all, Thornburgh was twice
problems at the risk of losing elections
elected governor of Pennsylvania and,
to those who are able to portray themselas attorney general, was the highestves as outsiders with fresh ideas.
ranking Pennsylvanian in the Reagan
For much of his campaign,
and Bush administrations.
Thornburgh made the mistake of touting
Wofford, a former advisor to Martin
his record as a Washington insider inLuther King and President Kennedy,
stead of proposing solutions to pressing
was hardly known until he was apsocial and economic problems.
pointed to fill the seat of the late Sen.
Thornburgh engaged in constant
John Heinz. Those who underestimated
grandstanding and tried to pin meaningWofford thought his past as a former
less labels on Wofford. Worst of all,
college president and advisor in the KenThornburgh constantly derided

pression Thormnburgh was taking this
election for granted. Thornburgh
seemed to expect he could come back to
Pennsylvania from “the corridors of

power” in Washington and get crowned
as U.S. Senator by a thankful and
respectful electorate.

When Thornburgh’s lead started slipping in the final weeks of the race, he
switched his campaign strategy and tried
to portray himself as an outsider. He also
tried to offer his own watered-down
proposals for health care. For most Pennsylvanians, Thornburgh’s conversion
seemed an acknowledgement that all
along Wofford had been right.

Wofford’s call for health insurance
was not a new idea, and his message did

not make clear how such a plan would
be funded. His platform might not even
represent the best solution to America’s
heath care crisis. Unfortunately for
Thornburgh, however, the former Attorney General learned too late the truth of
the old cliche that it is hard to beat
something with nothing. Maybe
Washington’s sudden concern over the
economy means seasoned politicians are
beginning to realize that if they want to
be elected to office they are going to
have to do something more than the little
they have done so far about the U.S.
economy.
Patrick Lord (CAS 94) is a HOYA Assistant News Editor.
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cannot as readily afford insurance rates as men can. Blue
Cross/Blue Shield, which is undergoing financial difficulties
and implementing new policies, is the only insurance company
that offers coverage for people with AIDS. However, even if

A balance must be reached if the United

Wofford’sA

cannot afford health care unless they
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Women may also die faster because they have fewer medical
and financial resources. A year’s supply of AZT, the only
antiviral drug approved by the Food and Drug Administration
for HIV infection prior to this past year, can cost up to $8,000.
Since this figure is almost half the average woman’s annual

attempt to remake

Patrick Lord

diagnosed and/or diagnosed late in’ fhe\progression. of their’

ailment. Many women have died from AIDS-related infections
without having been diagnosed as being HIV-positive or as a
‘person with AIDS. Such faulty ‘or late diagnoses skew reports
or statistics that assess the percentage of women who have
contracted the HIV virus.

CBE

Sad

CDAD’ wr

Health Week.

These late diagnoses may account for women dying faster
than men after being declared HIV-positive. A woman with
HIV who lives in New Jersey, the state that combined with
New York is the residence of over half of all women with
AIDS, has an average life expectancy of 15.5 weeks after a
diagnosis of AIDS. A gay white male who lives in the Northeast
can expect to live, on the average, 20.8 months with the same
diagnosis.
=

The drastic changes in the world in the
last five years have made it apparent that
the United States defense posture needs
restructuring to meet new demands and
threats. At the same time, the ballooning
national debt and current recession
make it imperative the government
make substantial cuts in the country’s
military expenditures. Today’s challenge is to adapt the military so it is
prepared for future threats while making
it cost-efficient in the current economy.
States is to remain both economically
strong and militarily able to defend our
interests and those of our allies.
The nuclear arms cuts proposed by
Presidents Bush and Gorbachev have
clearly been the most visible changes in
our defense posture to date. These are
important steps that will make the world
a much safer place if implemented correctly. However, in economic terms, the
savings from the nuclear arms reductions are not nearly enough. Nuclear
weapons are relatively cheap, and although their reduction is very significant
in terms of global stability, it is not so
important in economic terms. Significant reductions in conventional forces are still needed.
The question is, however, which forces can be reduced without harming the
readiness of the military to deal with
potential world threats. To decide this,
itis necessary to determine which types
of military conflicts are real possibilities
and which are no longer plausible.
The major threat that United States
forces have been prepared to deal with
in the last 40 years is a massive Soviet
invasion of Western Europe. Victory in
such a conflict would have necessitated
huge numbers of troops, artillery and
tanks. Large numbers of ready troop
reserves would also have been necessary
to reinforce these troops on the battlefield.
Thankfully, this situation is no longer
a real possibility. The Red Army has
been pulled back for the most part and is
in the process of being dismantled. Any

“Spread of AIDS by Heterosexuals Remains Slow,” that purported that “only about five percent of the full-fledged AIDS
cases in this crisis have been officially attributed to

dl).
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Campus Opinion

If you could add one thing to the Georgetown
campus, what would it be?

=

2

A
tanning
salon,
because
Georgetown’s too homogenous.
Michelle Go

:

A wet dorm.

Compiled by David Bosco

- and Kevin Haggard

:

A playground with swings,’ cause it’s

Matt Monsalvatage
SLL 94

fun.
Shivam Mallick, CAS ’95
Tina Gadwal, SBA ’95

CAS 93

Gg

Rar,

A runway on campus, SO we won’t

have to go to National Airport.

i

:

Mary Beth Bash

SLL 92

massage parlor to loosen up the
dent body.

stu-

Drew Deutsch

CAS ’92

Stonehenge, a place for all the little
- people.
Edward Murphy
CAS ’%4
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Without Your Student ID Card, It’s Impossible to Get

A

—

Past Rose, the Infamous ‘Marriott Lady’ of New South

AK]

to

you,”

concurred

Jeff

Korenblatt (CAS ’92). “She knows my
name.”
Other diners, however, were not so

effusive in their praise of Rose’s character. “If you ever forget your ID,
you're a dead man,” said Gareth McGrath (CAS ’93). He said he thought
Rose did “more than her job require[d]”
in terms of enforcing the “no ID, no
food” policy. “I think she’s anally
retentive and not very friendly,” he
said.
Regardless of her personality, it is
indisputable that Rose is a university
fixture. She has worked at Marriott
since 1972, initially obtaining the
cashier job through a friend who
worked at Georgetown Hospital. Rose,
whose

last name

is Keeratisakdawo,

came to the United States from
Thailand in 1971 and became an

the

TATE

"a

to 3:00

p.m.

shift, she

—
—

A

4
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returns

home for 45 minutes to see her
children, and then drives to Georgetown to switch cars with her husband. Only one of the couple’s two cars
* has a university parking sticker.
Rose eats a quick dinner at Marriott
before she begins her weekday shift at
4:15. When she gets off a little before
8:00 p.m., she returns home to children
and housework. “But my husband does

. all the cooking,” she added.
On weekends, Rose works eighthour shifts both days at New South. Her
80-hour, seven days a week work
schedule obviously leaves her little
time for leisure. “I need to be retired

soon,” she said. “[My husband and I]
never go out in three years.”
Rose claimed, however, that there
was “no secret” to her success in
balancing work and family. “I just
enjoy the work,” she said. “I like to
come in here and enjoy and smile.”
“I don’t think Rose has ever missed
a day [of work] in her life,” said
Rensko, Rose’s manager at Marriott.
“And she’s never late. She gets along
great with everyone. She’s real funny.
It’s like we’re all a family.”
“She finds something funny to say
about everything,” said Shana Eynon
(SFS ’93), a Marriott office assistant.
“She’s hilarious.”

a

friendly

a.m.

Kevin Haggard/ THE HOYA

Rose Keeratisakdawo is a card-taker at New South Cafeteria whose ready wit and strict enforcement of Marriott

dining policy have made her a legend among the cafeteria-going set.
Rose keeps her energy up at work by
drinking coffee. She said she only ate
Marriott’s

vegetables

for dinner,

al-

though she thought the food was
generally of high quality, especially the
offerings on the new Food Bar.
:
“The food is good,” she said, adding
that she felt Marriott managers “try to
do the best they can” to please students.
“They changed so much this year,” she
said. “I think they get good hours for
the students. I'm sure the students like
it, but I think theyre afraid to say it.”

As long as she has to answer to her

bosses, Rose said she would never stop
being a strict enforcer of Marriott rules
in the cafeteria. In her nearly 20 years
as a cashier, however, she has cut some
students a little slack.
Several weeks ago, Rose said she
collected a fake Georgetown ID card
from a student who accidentally gave it
to her to enter the cafeteria. She did not
give the card to DPS officers because
she worried about the punishment the
student would receive. The student, ac-

Pat: Her Word Is Lauinger’s

cording to Rose, was so embarrassed
that he didn’t come back to the cafeteria
for a week. When he did, Rose returned
his card and gave him a short lecture
about drinking alcohol.

A

gets no respect.
“To me, I have to do my job,” Rose
said, explaining why she never lets students into the cafeteria without their ID
cards. “Some kids, they get upset, but I
hope they understand it’s my job. They
think I’m nasty. I’m not nasty!”
Rose said she always asks students if
their ID cards are really theirs when she
suspects they are using someorie else’s
card. “You know if it’s not them,” she
said. On an average Saturday, Rose
usually collects five misused ID cards
and turns them in to the Department of
Public Safety (DPS).
“I would never try and pull a fast one
on Rose,” said Ian Pear (SFS *92), who
is currently enjoying his third year of
Marriott dining. “She’s got an eagle

out,” she said.
Rose said that if she could, she would
let students take food out of the
cafeteria, but she can’t because of
the university’s policy. “She does her
job, and the students don’t want to understand her job,” said Randy Rensko,
a Marriott manager. “They take their
frustrations out on her.”
Many students agreed, saying they
understood why Rose remained so
strict. “I think she’s incredibly fair.
She’s about as impartial as Judge Wapner,” said Javier Carey (CAS ’92)
while eating last Tuesday’s Prime
Time entree.
“If you’re friendly to her, she’s

8. Rose said her children’s teachers call
her “Mrs. K.”
A typical day for Rose is nothing
short of grueling. She leaves her house
at 6:45 a.m. to go to her first job as a
cashier at a Korean grocery store in
Virginia. After completing her 7:00

rm

often, she

“What can Ido? But I didn’t curse them

daughter Jackie, 11, and a son Jimmy,

om

Barr. Very

forms of picture identification with her.

at Geor-

at

than Roseanne

paycheck because she didn’t have two

works

“Some [ID cards] I don’tturnin,” she
said, referring to cards that have been
altered to show that students are of
legal drinking age. “I know they want
to go to the bar, but I tell them they
shouldn’t do it. Drinking’s no good.”

Law

en

teller told her she couldn’t cash her

also

4

bank,” she said, explaining that the

who

getown in the Department of Facilities
and Maintenance, was born in the same
Thai village she was.
The Keeratisakdawos live in
Alexandria with their two children: a

v

Show. “Ask me about my personal life,
I can tell you anything,” she says with
a thickly accented cackle. “My husband? We never fight. We just ignore
each other.” She sounds like an Asian
Roseanne Barr, minus the extra
hundred pounds.
But the slight, acid-tongued Thai
woman bursting with energy is not performing on a glitzy stage in Los Angeles. Her audience consists only of her
co-workers in Marriott’s New South
Cafeteria, and she jokes with them to
try to lighten the atmosphere before the
dinner rush.
:
She is Rose, known commonly as
“The Marriott Lady,” a university
employee all students encounter
regularly for at least one year. While
some call her friendly and others deem
her a too-strict enforcer of the rules,
many would agree that Georgetown’s
most famous Marriott cashier seems to
resemble Rodney Dangerfield more

husband,

LE ——

American citizen eight years ago. Her
didn’t understand wh
become so irate when
entry into the cafeteria.
day, when I go to the

4

The way she talks and acts, she could
be a comedienne on the Johnny Carson

eye.”
Rose said she
some students
she denies them
“It’s like other

4

By Rebecca Buckman
HOYA Staff Writer

us in the dark and pose as good men in
the daylight.”

Compiled by Maura
Jonas Stiklorius
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687-3415
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Patricia Watkins sat perched on her
vinyl stool enclosed in a plexiglass and
fiberboard cubical. She peered out over
the edge of the counter separating her
from the lobby area and scrutinized the
packages of people exiting the building.
Yes, it’s Pat, the Jamaican born “access controller” who protects Lauinger
Library from the scourges of béok
stealing and soda sipping students.
Pat, who works the 4 p.m. to midnight shift at the Lauinger guard desk,
is known for her strict enforcement of
library policy. She can be frequently
overheard stopping offending students
in their tracks: “What do you think
you’re doing there. There’s no food in
the library!”
A disgruntled student turned around
as Pat chuckled, “Students — they all
do silly things.”
Pat explained her occasional gruff
manner with a laugh, “I don’t spoil [the
students.] I’m one of the strictest
guards around. They know what they
are supposed to do. I don’t let them get
away with anything.”

Pat was born in Jamaica and moved
to the United States 26 years ago. “I
[moved] for adventure, like everything
else. [Washington] is the first place
I’ve been and I’ve never moved,” she
said.
She first came to Georgetown 14
years ago as an accounting assistant for
the billing department. After several
months, her current job became available and she switched departments to
become a library security guard
through the Department of Public
Safety.
,
She is a widow and has a daughter,
Karlene, who graduated from
Georgetown’s College of Arts and
Sciences

in 1988.

never wished
Georgetown.
have no time
a week here
sales clerk

Pat, however,

has

to take up studies here at
“I’ve taken no classes. I
for that. I work 40 hours
and 20 hours a week as a
at Hecht’s [department

store].” Pat had plans to quit her job at
Hecht’s but decided not to after the
death of her husband. “I had to do
something to keep my life full,” she
said. “I like to keep busy.”
Lauinger’s most infamous enforcer
frequently has run-ins with students
who are not obeying library policies.

bathroom to capture the book. I was so
embarrassed.”
A much more common problem is
student carrying food and drinks into
the library. “I get to know a lot of kids
by stopping them with their coffee
cups,” said Pat. “Some of them become
good friends with me after a while. I tell
them, take a break from your studies
and go enjoy your coffee outside.”
Pat said she was often amused at the
more obvious attempts to conceal their
victuals. “They stuff things into their
sweater and I say, ‘What’s wrong with

your stomach, are you expecting a
baby?’ They laugh and do a U-turn to

go outside and eat [their] food,” she
chuckled.
Sepeedeh Heravi (SFS 93) was one
student who was nabbed with her coffee mug in hand. “Pat saw me with my
coffee and told me to take it outside,”
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By Jennifer DeLaney

“forget about the incident” or get the
student in trouble by turning them over
to the circulation department for adjudication. “I try to be a fair judge and
relay the story to the circulation department just like it was told to me.”
The occasional attempts at thievery
by students can add excitement to the
otherwise tiresome duty of examining
backpacks. “Everyone tries to rip off a
book,” said Pat. “One very nice young
lady had [a book] hidden down in her
clothes. I had to take her to the

ATI

brothels that house over 9,000 women.
The women were outraged at the
decision to destroy their place of business in part because the men who were
threatening their livelihood were some
of their best customers. The chief
spokesperson for the group, Nurjahan
Begum, told reporters, “Many of those
who are behind this. . . often come to

take, she is left to decide whether to
Patricia Watkins protects Lauinger Library from the evils of food, drink
and ripped off reference books.

A

two

the student

seems to have genuinely made a mis-

a

Fundamentalists to tear down

difficult, said Pat. When

A

Finally, it seems bureaucracy is the

same the world over. The Boston
Herald reported on an uprising of
thousands of prostitutes in Bangladesh
who were protesting plans by Moslem

CLOUT.
Call Jen

might really be a mistake,” she said. “I

have to turn them in to [the circulation
department] and lecture them on
honesty, as well as write up a report for
the Department of Public Safety.”
Deciding whether or not the student
accidentally picked up a book or was
purposely trying to steal it is often very

Although her orphanage plans are
currently on hold, Pat does find the
time to do some work for charity. She
does her part by soliciting donations for
the American Cancer Society through

AN

the newly elected fire department chief
in Chesnee, SC. Hames, a mere 22, was
elected by the 14 members of the
department in June, despite the fact
that he is still serving five years probation as a convicted arsonist. It’s
probably a good time to buy more fire
insurance in Chesnee.

TA

in

the middle of the night by an asthma
attack. In her confused state, she
grabbed the revolver and shot herself
in the face. She was released from the
hospital three days later.
Our condolences go out to the candidate in Mragowo, Poland who was,
unfortunately, courteous enough to
vote for one of his opponents during a
recent local election. According to the
City Paper, the hapless gentleman was

are stealing books from the library. “I
have to use my discretion. It’s not my
place to pass judgment. Sometimes it

Congratulations to Michael Hames,

Pat admitted she often lectures students on the value of education.
“Georgetown’s a very expensive
school. Get the best out of it. You can
lose everything, but they can’t take
your education away from you.” Pat
also stressed the value of public service
and said how impressed she was with
student participation in volunteer
programs throughout the District.
“They re students and are here to study.
If they can take time out to do public
service then we all should help. I really
admire these kids,” she said.
Pat claimed to have only one goal for
the future: to win the lottery, but not
because she wants to retire in the lap of
luxury far away from Lauinger and her
polyester DPS uniform. Instead, she
hopes to take her winnings and open up
an orphanage for under-privileged
children. “I want to take care of all the
unwanted kids who really need help. I
_ visited an orphanage when I was about
12 and I’ve always wanted to open one
ever since for needy kids who would
never have a chance in school.”

the Ugliest Person on Campus Contest,

which is sponsored every year by the
service fraternity, Alpha Phi Omega. “I
win [the contest] every year,” she said.
“I'm a little rat. I'll catch someone
smooching in the library with his
girlfriend and I'll ask him to make a
donation. It’s for a good cause.”
This DPS employee said that she
doesn’t seek notoriety nor does she
seek to inspire fear in library fre-

AN

recently, Childress was awakened

One of the hardest parts of her job,

claimed Pat, is catching students who

S|

wonder and pried the two apart, finding a small yellow balloon full of morphine pills in Dan Dennis’ mouth. Now
Georgia Dennis is also incarcerated in
an Ohio jail.
Vicki Childress of Key West, FL was
so nervous for her personal safety she
kept two important items under her
pillow — an inhaler for her asthma and
a loaded .38-caliber revolver, according to the Boston Herald. One night

the only one of 595 eligible voters in
the village to cast a ballot. So much for
the progress of democracy in Poland.
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sheriff’s deputies, however, began to

cheer them up,” she said.

said Terri Anderson (SLL ’95).

| Fe

exactly how dangerous a kiss can be.
According to the Boston Herald,
Dennis’ wife Georgia gave him a long,
passionate kiss just prior to his
criminal hearing in a Fremont, OH
courtroom. As the kiss dragged on, the

exams and papers. I tell them poems to

would say is ‘because the sign says,’”

A

A
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Hats off to Dan Dennis, a 41-year:

old burglary suspect who now knows

why I had to open my bag, and all she

|

John McFarlane/The HOYA

quenters, she just wants to chat with
=
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students and do her job. “I never want

anyone to be scared of me. No, I'm just
—

A

her disciplinary tactics. “I asked her

Pat,’’ she said. ‘‘I don’t want fame and

this and that. . . I just like to be an
ordinary person.’’
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AW

perience or as someone with a lot of
problems. But I forgive them. ... I'm
Just doing my job.”
Not all students are so forgiving of
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guy. You write it off as a bad ex-
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SSR

Pat said she tries to be sympathetic
when people are short with her, and
hopes students will be understanding of
her as well. “You sometimes run into
someone who’s in a bad mood. But
what can you do? You can’t hang the

¥

6

ARR

I’ll really talk to them. We don’t need
to throw our problems at each other.
We all have to deal with it.”

v

apologize,” she said. “If they’re rude

said Heravi. “But then she said I
couldn’t exit through the entrance
door. I felt trapped.”
Pat also keeps an eye on events
within the library on her closed circuit
television that is connected to cameras
throughout the floors. “I see everything. I watch [the closed circuit TV]
all the time. I know very well if they're
not studying. I say to them ‘All you’re
doing is talking. If you don’t sit down
and study, I’m going to kick you out.’”
Pat is also a part-time philosopher
and a full-time idealist. “Pat’s very
wise and very deep,” Heravi said. Pat
loves to give advice to students and
even goes so far as to recite inspirational poetry to them. “They get down with

¥
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“Sometimes people are obnoxious. A
‘lot of times they’ll come back later and.
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| Disciplining Soda Sippers and Book Snatchers Is All in a Day’s WorkFor Pat Watkins
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Community Calendar

view with firms in February, students

$300 for violating the D.C. Smoking

should visit. the center before
Christmas vacation to sign up for the
required information sessions, interview tapings, and interview clinics.
The Whitman-Walker Clinic is
sponsoring two workshops for
bisexual and lesbian women on Saturday, Nov. 16. The. first session,
“Everything You Always Wanted to
Know About Bisexuality But Were

Restriction Act. The only areas in the
building in which smoking will be
permitted are in designated areas of
The Basement, Center Grill, The
Faculty Club, and Decatur’s.
All are welcome at an “Evening
with Nikki Giovanni”, to be held Nov.
21at 7:00 p.m. in the ICC Auditorium.
The speech is sponsored by the Center
for Minority Student Affairs.
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a.m. to 2:00 p.m., and will be led by
bisexual women for bisexual women.
From 2:00 p.m. to 5:00 p.m., the clinic
will offer “Bisexuals: Jumping on the
Lesbian and Gay Bandwagon?? A
Dialogue Between Lesbian and
Bisexual Women”. Both workshops
aim to foster a sense of personal and
community empowerment. The Whitman-Walker Clinic is located at 1407
S St, N.W.
Members of the city community can

For those career-minded students,
sign-ups for next semester’s Strategic
Job Search program will run from
Wednesday, Nov. 20 through Friday,
Nov. 22 from 9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.
In addition, job-seekers can check the
posted January Interview Results in
the Career Center from 9:30 a.m. to
8:00 p.m. For those who wish to inter-

African-American Holiday Expo. The
expo will run on
23 through Dec.
of the District of
Library, located
Place, N.W.
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An Admissions Officer will be on campus

Thursday, ) November 21, ’ 1991

Career Center, 3:00 p.m. - 4:30 p.m.
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Graduate School of
Business Administration seeks top graduates
with a career interest in general management.
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Financial Freedom down the road!

Bemassns

1 Dread
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weekends from Nov.
15 at the University
Columbia’s Carnegie
at 8th and Mt. Vernon

Puzzle

le

With this opportunity you can not only catch up on
burdensome debts, you can establish yourself in a
business of your own . .. one that can lead to

for four weekends in November and
December at the Eighth Annual

|

|B

Earn the $$$ You Need!

experience “new holiday traditions”

Afraid to Ask”, will run from' 10:00

Commuter

NEED CASH?

a

The Georgetown chapter of the National Association for the Advancement of Colored People will sponsor
the play The Meeting on Saturday,
Nov. 23 in the ICC Auditorium. On
Sunday, Nov. 24, the group will
prepare a Soul Food Dinner in Village
C Formal Lounge.
After Nov. 21, don’t light up in the
Leavey Center — you could be fined

STUDENTS.....
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Harvard Business School is committed to the principle of
equal educational opportunity.

GEORGETOWN UNIVERSITY
University of Antwerp

SUMMER PROGRAM IN
ANTWERP, BELGIUM
May 24 - June 6, 1992

OPEN HOUSE
Tuesday, November 19th
4:30 t0 6:00 p.m.

McGhee Library

Third Floor ICC

Director: Professor Bradley Billings
An opportunity for students of economics and business to study
economic integration in the context of the European Community
and receive three credits.
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The School for Summer and Continuing Education
306 ICC
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Dotter and senior Christine
ded out the top Hoya
finish

Kollmann had 10 kills, with MacDonald | respectively.

P

adding six with her strong net play.
“The match was a bit of a relief after
Maryland,” said Toribio-Straka. “Over
the course of the weekend, everyone got
a chance to play, and that was good.”

VOLLEYBALL, from p. 10
“The frustration set in early in the third

With the regular season over, the team

Although the team qualified, Helmer
Sajd that
he wasnos
particularly:
with
his team’s
performance.
He apy
said he
felt they ran “OK,” but there was room
for improvement.
Helmer said he was extremely pleased
with Dotter who “ran out of her mind”

game. . . we got rid of [it], and pulled

only awaits the Big East Championship

and Char, who has not run in the top five

Toribio-

this weekend. “[The tournament] is up

all year, but came through in this race.

said

together,”

ourselves

$149 king set
all like new, some new!

|

Straka.

for grabs this year. . . there isn’t one team

in
On Constantin, who finished sixth

in extra points in rally-style play, swung
back and forth with every point. “It was

Toribio-Straka. “We have an advantage
because every team we played this

“She didn’t run as hard as she has in the

a battle, a war. . . we both had a couple

season saw a different lineup, or even

past.” But Helmer also said he felt this
year’ s competition was tougher than last

of chances to win match point each,”
said Toribio-Straka. “It was neck and

two different lineups. . . what we need to
do is focus back on last year at the Big

year’s.

The Hoyas are now preparing for the

The close fifth game, which was won - that couldn’t come out ahead,” said | 12styear’s qualifying meet, Helmer said,

lamps, refrigerators,

|stereos, VCRs, and much
more!
WE

neck.”

oh

In the end, strong hitting put Geor-

DELIVER!

Performing Arts

Call 1-703-893-2151

Class Ads

687-3947

East, and improve on that. We have the | NCAA Championships to be held Nov.
25 at the University of Arizona.

ability to do it.”

687-3838

COMPUTERS, IBM COMPATIBLES.
We will beat any price on 80386 and

your own hours (afternoon/evening).

campus. Call Sarah at 965-5260.

COMPUTER SALES. Take calls at
home. Excellent full/part time income.

Convenient G-town location, 625-1100:

ADOPTION: Loving, childless couple
wishing to adopt an infant. Willing to pay

SUMMER JOBS/ENTREPRENEUR

OFFICE MARKETING ASSISTANT
Positions available NOW! Great G-town
location. Flexible hours, Max. 10 hrs./wk.

legal and medical expenses. Call Denise
and Wayne, 301-216-0973.

625-1100

ROOM FOR RENT: 2910 Olive Street.

HELP WANTED $$$ Campus Marketing

Phone 337-5208 Coed only, monthly.

Rep. 10 hrs./wk. Hang posters, run
promotions. $6-$8 p/hr. Come (DO NOT
CALL) to the Georgetown University
Book Shop and ask for an application at
the customer service counter.

1987 CAMARO SPORT: 51700 miles,
automatic, T-tops, new tires, loaded and
in excellent condition. $4700. 703-931-

IBM PS/2 FOR SALE - Like new. Runs
all current software and is loaded. Call

describe our home together. We are a
young childless couple longing to adopt a
newborn. (Nurse mother & Professional

5769.

ADOPTION: LOVE, LAUGHTER & FUN

Ar ‘v for details anytime at 784-7180
[AL—Macintosh rentals. Tired of
ngin line? Affordable Macintosh renavailable now! Call 1-800-447-1542

father) Can you help? Legal & medical
expenses paid. Call collect 202-537-1482

TUTORING: Statistics, probability,

come to the Georgetown University
,ok Shop.

economics, Math. 202-466-1652. Leave
message/prompt response.

JHOON RHEE

for more info.

80486 systems. (301) 740-2863.

ADOPTION: Professor and spouse unable to have child wish to adopt your
baby. We will pay your medical and legal
expenses. Let's help each other, Please
call collect: Barbera & Philip (703) 255-

(301)740-2863.

-

0336.
TELEMARKETING/SALES

Operate your own asphalt sealing business this summer and earn over $5,000

- we will train and equip you to run a
profitable business. Great resume value.
1991 average outlet income was over

Earn

$24/hr. plus bonuses part time. Easy
money for high energy, enthusiastic, am-

————

ROOMMATE WANTED: Female needed
for spring '92 semester. One block from

5736.

bitious individuals. Incoming calls. Con-

$7,000. For information and application

venient Metro location. Flexible hours.
Fun, professional atmosphere. Call Jack
703/908-0800. 12p.m.-8p.m., Mon-Fri.

call Collegiate Sealers at 703-938-4600.
TREVOR SORBIE INTERNATIONAL
seeks female models for a hair dressing

EARN X-TRA MONEY!! Learn Bartending. Low tuition - Free job placement assistance - Near Metro . Call
703-241-2420.

make-up artist and wardrobe will be
provided. Model call Nov. 24 at 3:00 P.M.
show date Nov. 25. Contact Roche Salon,
2445 M St., NW, Washington, D.C. For
further information, call 1-800-233-5957.

THERAPUTIC MASSAGE - Great for

extravaganza! Prefer ages 18-25, size
5-8. Hair will be styled, only, NO cutting
required. Length of hair should be chin
length, long hair welcomed! Professional

back/neck

pain, headaches,

2 STANLEY H. KAPLAN
Take Kaplan Or Take Your Chances
Bethesda
Wash, D.C.
No.VA
(301)770-3444
(202) 244-1456
(703) 352-TEST
Class for the January GMAT starts in Georgetown this Saturday 11/23!
For the LSAT & GRE, in early December.

——A—

60664,1517.
TALK IS NOT CHEAP! Telemarketing
Positions available. Excellent pay. Create

PROMOTERS WANTED - Make money
while you party! Is your group looking for
a fundraiser? Have a party at CLUB
YARI. 3065 M Street, NW. Call 338- 8135

sultation. Student discounts. 703-683-

—

bathroom - Rosslyn - transportation can
be arranged - call (703) 908-0751.

and fun. Call CMI. 1-800-423-5264.

removal. Six years experience. Free con-

stress

reduction. Non-sexual. $38.00/hr. with

A

dressed stamped envelope to: Fast
Income, P.O. Box 641517, Chicago, Ill,

our Spring Break Packages. Good pay

hair

student ID. Holiday Gift Certificates. AHA
Old Town, Alexandria. 703-683-5736.

—

ROOMATE WANTED: Female - Spring
'92 semester only - own bedroom/

- Permanent

AA

FAST EASY INCOME! Earn 100's weekly stuffing envelopes. Send self-ad-

ELECTROLYSIS

A
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3065 M Street, NW

THIS SUMMER, YOU CAN...

338-8135

+ Choose from over 1,000 courses.

o Study with a distinguished faculty.
+ Live in Greenwich Village for as little
as $100 per six-week session.

Call the school in your
neighborhood for information
on our Black Belt Success
System.

Make the NYU Summer

part of your year-

TUXEDO
Rental

round plan. Call us
today toll free at

a

ext. 2%,
or send in the coupon.

(Students 15% Off)

oo Ca

TAILOR

Ei

CUSTOM

1520 Wisconsin Ave. N.W.

It doesn’t take
Magic to prevent
AIDS.

(J Graduate

[J Undergraduate
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Session Il:

July 6-August 14

ZIP CODE

STATE

| amy

May 26-July3

TELEPHONE (EVENING)

| TELEPHONE (DAY)

:

! SCHOOL CURRENTLY ATTENDING
feu) York
ik Universityisis aan Sirois aionfequal SE

=

Washington, D.C. 20007
(202) 625-7108

SU

{ My area of interest is

Session I:
LUCAS

N.Y. 10012

Please send me a FREE 1992 Summer Sessions Bulletin.

18 00-2484NYU,

Sale

&

!New York University
+ Yay di Street

Li:

Alterations
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THIS COUPON ONLY!
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WITH

CLUB YARI

mee

$19.5

Trial Program

A

Winners”

Men drink for $10
all night!
9:30 P.M. until
closing

SS.

“Martial Arts Training
Turns People Into

A

all night!

ia
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Ladies drink for $6

Teme

TUESDAYS AND SUNDAYS
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SAVE Up to Hundreds Extra

—————

HOYA

FREE SPRING BREAK TRIPS to students or student organizations promoting

On Macintosh/Printer Bundles!
The Apple® Macintosh® LC is the most affordable color Macintosh
computer for every project -- perfect for students, faculty, and staff. Ithas a
sleek, modular design, yet delivers solid performance -- and with sound capabilities! And, because
it's a Macintosh, it's easy to learn and to use! For

——

316 Leavey

from p. 10
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PUBLIC; $1 STUDENTS

Office of Student Programs

X-COUNTRY,

set

queen

$119

S

Thursday, Nov. 21, 1991

$3 GENERAL

3rd

Fr ih Eas 1916 15.0 150 2d | 00 cate ot Ao ay Dyer

{
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+ with Orchestra & Soloists

v

ex

$35

$99 double set

Mass

Coronation

; N

Bedding: $69 single set

'

a

omen

Dioghan

The ol I

Televisions: $99

G.U. CONCERT CHOIR

LJ

\ A 7

and Erlenborn with 15 spikes each.

g

At a pauper's price!

"

getown over the top. Kollmann had 27
kills, followed by teammates Weaver

ast

Tourney

$60-130

Sofas:

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 22, 1991
for

EF

NW

Georgetown

Songs fit

®
Bi

————

Open Call for Men and Women, 17-27
Please apply in person (no calls please)

—

10% student discount

||

details, call or visit:

Any Questions?

—

Georgetown University Book Shop

If you don’t have the numbers,
you won't get the letters.

A

Total Make-over (Haircut, Color and Make-up)

SPORTS

——

|

A

|

FURNITURE

—

INEXPENSIVE

—

MODEL SEARCH
For Hair Magazine, Spring Collection

—

Everything from storage!

——

Exciting Opportunity

———

Tuesday, November 19, 1991

—
a
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Leavey Center, 202-687-5442
Monday through Friday, 4-7 PM

Georgetown U. Law Center Book Shop ori
The Macintosh LC -Color and Sound!
i

600 New Jersey Avenue, NW, 202-662-9472
Monday through Friday, 9 AM to 5 PM

THE

e

ee
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:
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Wisconsin

NW

Ave,

(202) 625-1100
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Free diagnostic testing

LSAT

GMAT

GRE

MCAT

C
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H
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687-8943
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6.
Authorized

PowerBook ™ Computers

Education Sales Consultant

* NEW Macintosh Classic® II
* NEW Apple Computer Loan Program
to help you purchase a Macintosh

—

:

» NEW Notebook-size Macintosh

p
Computerland

ComputerLand Mid-Atlantic is the Apple Authorized Education Sales Consultant under contract with
Georgetown University to provide support and services for Macintosh computers. Apple, the Apple Logo,
and Macintosh are registered trademarks and PowerBook is a trademark of Apple Computer, Inc. Classic
is a registered trademark licensed to Apple Computer, Inc.
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Tuesday, November 19, 1991
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Not Just A Basketball School Anymore
KOZAK,

game, and won convincingly as the
offense victimized the Bison secondary. With an even record, the

|
|

team prepared for the “make or
break” games (as Glacken called
them) against Dickinson power|

house, and a tough Franklin and

Marshall team.
The Hoyas did not beat Dickinson, but more than any other game,
I sensed that contest changed something in the team. Georgetown had

|
i
|

nearly beaten a ranked team, losing

only by six points, 36-30, after a
successful “Hail Mary” pass kept
Dickinson alive. I could see in the
following days that the game had
taken everything out of the Hoyas
physically.
With the Dickinson game arrived
freshman quarterback Aley

|

|

The Hoyas left the field Oct. 17,
leaving Swarthmore devastated be-

Demarest, who — entering the

from p. 10

broken two all-time Hoya receiving
records. I asked Glacken about his
young star, and all he could say
was “the best.” How could such a
talented athlete, I wondered,
remain unknown for so long?
The Tuesday issue of THE Hoya
devoted the entire back page to the
Homecoming win. Then I decided
that maybe, finally, the Hoyas had
gotten big enough for someone to
finally want to know.
The Hoyas closed out the season
by splitting the last four contests,
losing to Johns Hopkins and
Washington and Lee, and beating
Catholic and St. John’s. The final

toughest game of the season —
nearly guided the Hoyas to a win.

hind them, 31-0. Not only did the
Hoyas win, but in the process they
regained some of the respect missing since 1978.

Talking to Glacken on Monday, he

could hardly contain his excitement
because his recruit had just been
named ECAC Southern Rookie of
the Week. I figured then that if the
coach was that thrilled, then just
maybe Demarest’s play could
boost the Hoyas.

The Hoyas left Homecoming

weekend the No. 1 passing offense
in the nation in Division III football. Personally, no matter how
many times I watched Miami, or
BYU, or Houston light up the air, I

After upping their record to 3-2
after beating a highly touted F&M

was impressed that our small program had become the best passing
team in the division with its rookie
quarterback and no scholarship sup-

defense and a physical St. Peter’s

team, I finally accepted the thought
that this team might be competitive
enough to hold its own. To my
complete surprise, I found myself
looking forward to the games, and
enjoying the football I watched. Imagine that.

record was 6-4, one win more than

last year.
In retrospect, it is hard for me

port.

not to like what I saw on Kehoe
field this past season. I saw receiving and kicking records broken, big
plays, defensive stands, and the
kind of true excitement that big

Riding on the heels of that success was Chris Murphy, a junior
wide receiver who had finally

—————————————

time scholarships can not buy. This
year the Hoyas were even talking
bowl game, a conversation most
people considered a fit of hysteria,
but every player considered a small
personal goal, and a dream.
For Glacken and his players, it is
not easy to walk through McDonough knowing the most they
will ever be is second fiddle to
Thompson’s basketball powerhouses, and for a coach that
predates even Thompson, getting a

football team to stick together and
play hard every week is no small
accomplishment.
For all of those students out there
fixated on statistics and glory, titles
and big names, what our football
team accomplished this year,
regardless of their final record, will

probably mean nothing. But I know
that it did mean something, at least

to 85 guys, their coaches, and one
new fan.

One More Fan
REGENT, from p. 10
Miami. But I would still choose
Georgetown, since we’re not mormons and we’re not criminals.
Yes, we are Division III. But
that’s ok. Division III football exists so anybody can be a part of the
team by just showing up and sweating. That’s important, and that’s
the way it should be. Georgetown
has become a force in Division III
football, proven by their pounding
of St. John’s, one of the most physical teams in the nation.
And so another year of football
has come and gone, and it has done
so without any fireworks or loud
celebrations. So what do the Hoyas
have to show for it? At the very
least, they have one more fan.

|

|
|

GEORGETOWN UNIVERSITY
MEDICAL CENTER
OUTPATIENT PHARMACY

|
|
|
|
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ou're Invited to the

30th Anniversary
Party at the World's
#1 Spring Break
¢ Destination, on the
Hottest beach on earth,

Feb.22- April 19,1992!

Convenient location on campus
Prescriptions and prescription counseling
Non-prescription medications and supplies
Major credit cards accepted
Prompt service
Prescription fax service

or your FREE 30th

ersary Official

(the original written prescription must be presented to the pharmacist prior

DESTINATION
DAYTONA! ,
Convention & Visitor's Bureau
P.O. Box 910

to dispensing any medication)

Daytona Beach, FL 32115

Paquerilla Healthcare Center Lobby
Open 9 a.m. to 5:30 p.m., Monday through Friday

(202) 784-3772

Fax: (202) 784-6476

Serving the HOYA community.

|
|
|
|
|
|

TREN gh

The Lecture Fund
IS Pleased to announce its
FALL WRAP-UP SERIES

|

|
i

Chris Mathews

‘Gov. Bill Clinton
Democratic Presidential Candidate

Gaston

|
|
¢
|
|
|
|
\
|

2:15 p.m.

Wed., Nov. 20, 1991

Ellen Gootblatt
#1 Radio Talk Show Hostess to talk about Women’s Issues

ICC Auditorium

7:30 p.m.

SERRA
PRRTEVRN

Wed., Nov. 20, 1991

FEET

10:15 a.m.

TEE

Gaston

ANGE

NBC Nightly News Anchor Tom Browkaw to moderate
|
Nick Katzenbach, former attorney general, will deliver the keynote speech
Avigdor Feldman and Raji Sourani—award receipients

le A lh tr

|
|

The RFK Awards

Wed., Dec. 4, 1991
1

g
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A political analyst who will talk about the politics of the 1992 Election
McNair 7:00 p.m. Tues., Nov. 19, 1991
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#5 SPORTS
GEORGETOWN

UNIVERSITY. WASHINGTON.

D.C.

Football

Cross C ountry

Hoyas End Autumn

-

Runners
Headed For

Season With a Fall

NCAA’s

27-12 Drubbing Ends Stellar *91 Campaign

By Jodi Padnick

HOYA Staff Writer

Both the men and women’s cross
country teams traveled to Lehigh
University in Bethlehem, PA last
weekend for the IC4A/NCAA District I
Championships and after finishing
second and third in their respective
meets, qualified for the NCAA National

The Hoyas closed out a terrific season
in horrible fashion Saturday, losing to
previously winless Washington and
Lee, 27-12. The loss dropped the Hoyas
to 6-4 for the season and ended all chances for a post-season bowl bid.
On hand to watch Saturday’s contest

Championships.

Finishing second to Penn State by 36
points, the men automatically qualified
for the NCAA’s and had what Head
Coach Frank Gagliano called a “great
race.”

was Lt. Col. Oliver North, whose

“[The team was] peaking well physi-

senior Steve Holman, who finished third

in 30:23.53. Next in for the Hoyas, in
21st place, was graduate student Dan
Ireland in 31:22.11. Sophomore Francisco Quinonez (31:29.74) and graduate
student Mark Manley (31:34.87)

finished 36th and 41st respectively.

The team is resting in preparation
for the upcoming meet, Gagliano said.
For the women, securing a place in the
NCAA's was not as easy. Only the top
two finishers in each district automatically advance to the finals and the
women, with a third place finish, had to
wait to hear from a judging committee if
they qualified.
According to Women’s Coach Ron
Helmer,a committee meets to determine

away with a touchdown on that drive
instead of a field goal. There were open
receivers on two plays near the goal line,
but we just couldn’t get the ball to them,”
said Head Coach Scotty Glacken, whose

which six other teams will compete in

season-long top-rated passing Hoyas
finished the year as the third best passing
offense in Division III football.
The Hoya advantage was short-lived,
as freshman quarterback Aley Demarest
was knocked out of the game with a
separated shoulder. His replacement,

the finals by examining their season
records.
With the team finishing in third place,

one point behind Cornell, Helmer
predicted his team would receive a bid,

which it did.
;
* Leading the women was senior Mary

junior Bill Jenkinson, had an extremely

German, who finished 10th (16:33.08).
Christi

Constantin,

sophomore

See X-COUNTRY, p. 8

son

plays for the Generals. What North and
the rest of the Washington and Lee faithful saw was a Washington and Lee
defense that did not allow Georgetown,
the number one passing offense in
Division III, to score an offensive touchdown. The General defense picked off
seven Hoya passes and held Georgetown to only 105 yards passing for the
day, the team’s worst performance of the
season.
After a scoreless first quarter, the
Hoyas looked to strike first as they marched 46 yards after recovering a
Washington and Lee fumble. From first
and goal on the seven yard line, the
Hoyas could only move two yards and
had to settle for a 22-yard field goal by
senior kicker Anthony DeGuzman, to
put them up 3-0.
“I thought we really needed to come

cally and mentally,” Gagliano said
yesterday.
Leading the race for Georgetown was

Junior

school record seven interceptions.
“Jenkinson was not expecting to play,
and we had not given him a lot of snaps

By Mike Regent
HOYA Staff Writer

Jim Mangan/THE HOYA
Sophomore John Dooley attempts to strip the ball from his Washington & Lee opponent.

difficult day, completing only 12 of 31
passes for 71 yards, while hurling up a

in practice this week,” said Glacken. The

Hoyas third quarterback, junior Craig
DeGruchy,

had

been

sick

for several

weeks and did not even suit up for the
game.
The General’s run and shoot offense
started shooting in the second quarter as
quarterback Geren Steiner found wide
receiver William Probst for a 61-yard
completion to the Georgetown four-yard
line. The Generals pounded the ball into
the end zone two plays later to lead 7-3.
After scoring another touchdown four
minutes later to put them up 14-3, the
Generals came up lucky as cornerback
Fred Renneker stepped in front of a
Jenkinson pass and returned it 29 yards
for a touchdown. The score put the
Generals up 21-3 at halftime.
Junior safety Jim Bolger returned the
favor in the fourth quarter by picking off
a W&L pass and breaking two tackles
along the sideline for a 34-yard touchdown return. The touchdown gave Georgetown new life and new hope at 21-12.
Yet the last four possessions for the
Hoyas resulted in three interceptions
and one turnover as the Hoyas ended an
excellent season on a poor note.
“I was disappointed that it had to end
this way for the seniors who were playing their last games,” said Glacken. “As
it turned out, we wouldn’t have made the

playoffs anyway since the other two 7-2
teams we were competing against both
won. But to play like this after such a
great season is disappointing.”
However Glacken said he was optimistic about the future. “The team
worked really hard, played some great
games, and put up some impressive
numbers. A lot of our players are returning next year and we just expect to continue improving.”

TREPORTER'SNOTEBOOK]
Air and Despair: Georgetown Football 1991
By Scott Kozak

By Mike Regent

Way back in August I walked

into the office of THE Hoya ready

Kevin Haggard/THE HOYA
The Hoyas hope to carry their momentum into the Big East Tournament.

to start writing sports stories for
another semester. The first question
I was greeted with was which sport
I wanted to cover for the upcoming
season. Without hesitation I
decided: football.
The question everybody
proceeded to ask me was “WHY?”
They listed the normal reasons why
football would be a terrible beat:
the Hoyas almost never win, the
team is Division III, there are no

Volleyball

GU Closes Regular
Season With a Bang
By Molly Peterson
HOYA Staff Writer

The volleyball team finished its upand-down season last weekend by solidly downing four opponents in the
Washington Metro Challenge to capture

first place and end the season 21-13.

On Thursday, the team squared off
with American University in front of a
rowdy American home crowd, beating
the Eagles in four games. After losing
the first game, 15-12, the Hoyas came
back to win the next three, 15-12, 15-7,
15-11. “We were determined, and we

were mentally prepared . . . [this
weekend] was the first time I’ve seen

that from the team since September,”

said Head Coach Nila Toribio-Straka.
Even with starting senior middle hitter
Jeane Erlenborn out of the game, and
despite a difficult first game, the team
gained control with strong spiking and
blocking. Junior outside hitter Simmone
Kollmann had 29 kills in the match, with
senior middle hitter Lisa MacDonald adding nine blocks. Freshman Lori
Loureiro, who replaced Erlenborn in the
lineup, came through with 11 kills.
“Lori had to play all of the hitting
positions that night,” said Toribio‘Straka. “She came through for us.”
Friday night, the Hoyas again won at

American, defeating George Mason in
four games,

15-8,

11-15,

15-11,

15-7.

Kollmann once again dominated at the
net with 21 kills, while junior hitter
Heidi West added 11.
Georgetown was also strong defensively. MacDonald led with six blocks,
while Kollmann had 14 digs from the
back row.
“Every night we were stronger mentally. . . every match we were more
consistent,” said Toribio-Straka.

Saturday the Hoyas almost lost control
but came back in a five-game victory
against Maryland in the team’s most
exciting game of the tournament, 16-14,
16-17, 6-15, 15-7, 17-15. Said ToribioStraka, “we did not give up as a team at
all... the Maryland match was really our
performance peak of the weekend.”
Weaver and Kollmann combined for
an amazing 60 digs (out of a team total
117) in a defensive-oriented game. In
the match’s third game, Georgetown’s
defensive prowess was especially crucial, as Maryland played what ToribioStraka called “change-up ball” by using
lots of dumps and dinks to surprise the
Hoyas. After calling a time out, the team
regrouped and came back to win the
match.
See VOLLEYBALL, p. 8

big stars, and no one ever goes to
the games, anyway. Besides, they
said, this is a basketball school.
Well, I decided to take the “big”

risk and dove right into the world
of Hoya football. My first trip was
to the office of the head coach,

Scotty Glacken, who showed me
things about his team that were at
the very least interesting, and at the
most surprising. For a student who
went to only one game last season,
I was shocked Glacken could list a
probable Division IIT All American
wide receiver among the players on

his roster. I was even more impressed upon hearing that the “unsung” heroes of the defense —
names like Zaslav, Mohi-hui-din
and Bolger — had made several
Division III Honorable Mention
squads last season.
Then with a look of confidence
Glacken went on to explain he had
two solid quarterbacks ready to
play any and every game, backed
up by a freshman from New Orleans, who Glacken felt was his
best recruit in many seasons. I left
his office with a feeling of anticipation, hoping the Hoyas might actually make some noise in the fall.
The Hoyas’ first game, a loss to
Ursinus, 12-6, did not impress me.
I set up an interview with Glacken
and found a coach less mad at his
players than at the missed opportunity. Glacken was not dealing
with multiple egos, rather he was
just managing 85 guys that wanted
to play. ’
The next weekend the Hoyas
faced Galluadet for their first home
See KOZAK, p. 9

The football team ended its
season with a whimper Saturday,
losing 27-12 to a team that had not
won a game this season. But
despite Saturday’s debacle, the fantastic season was critical in the
development of an excellent
Division III football team.
I’m ashamed to say that I, like
the rest of Georgetown’s students,
neglected the team since arriving
on the Hilltop. But then this
semester I was treated to 10 exciting Saturday afternoons of quality
football. And not that boring 150
rushing plays a game type, either.
The Hoyas were downright titillating; gone were the days of 2-8, lifeless, laughable football. What I

watched was a freshman quarterback win the starting job in the
fourth game of the season, and go

on to lead all Division III schools
in passing for five of six weeks. I
watched a Georgetown receiver
pass the 1,000 yard receiving mark
for a single season. I saw a team
outmuscle strong teams, out-touch
finessed teams, and outsmart clever

teams.

Scott Kozak and Mike Regent covered football this season for THE HoYA.

Granted, this is not the basketball

team that puts 18,000 fans in the
stands (and that’s a good thing
since Georgetown would probably
need eight more years of construction on Kehoe field). But these
guys gave the 1,600 fans that did
show up their money’s worth. Even
Ollie North showed up at last
Saturday’s game.
And the good times look like
they are going to continue. The
Hoyas are going to lose 12 seniors
this year to graduation, and that
will hurt. But the skill positions
will be returning, including freshman quarterback Aley Demarest
and junior wide receiver Chris Murphy, who will probably be named a
Division III All-American and who
Coach Scotty Glacken labeled the
best receiver in Division III football.
After all, where else can you go
on a Saturday afternoon and see a
team pass for over 400 yards
through the air? Not Notre Dame.
Not Michigan. Not Florida State.
Maybe Brigham Young and
See REGENT,

p. 9

Swimming

Pirates Leave Hoyas Dead in the Water
down,”

By Tim Billings
HOYA Staff Writer
Last Saturday, the men and women’s
swim teams succumbed to East Carolina
University, 42-84 and 89-139, respectively.
Although the teams fared poorly,
several individuals swam well, includ-

ing junior Kent Ruff, senior Juliette
Marie

DeSousa,

and

freshmen

Casey

Schick and Rob Phillips.
“I am very pleased with the teams’
performance at this point in the season.
As the season progresses we will be in
better shape and the times will go

said

Men’s

Coach

Bob

Hamblett, a 1989 Georgetown graduate
and former swimmer.
Phillips won the 200-meter backstroke
and Schick took the 200-meter
breaststroke even though the men’s
roster was incomplete because several
team members had other commitments
and 13 swimmers graduated last year.
The men, who

currently have a 2-1

record, are trying to improve on last
year’s 5-5 record, with victories over
Howard and Loyola. Swimmers to
watch this season include senior captains Joe Sanchez and John Sheehan.
Senior captains Leah Pisano and De-

Sousa led the women’s team. DeSousa
took the 200-meter backstroke and
anchored the women’s 400-meter frees-

tyle relay team that barely lost to East
Carolinan.
’
“The women’s team is destined to
become better if we continue to have
good workouts,” said Coach Katherine
Kooser. “We need to work on our

sprints, but that will come as the season
progresses.”
The loss to East Carolina puts the
Hoyas at 2-1, with a loss to Loyola and
a win against Howard. In addition to
Pisano and DeSousa, freshmen Margaret Sanson, Amy Turnock and Emily

"Read should lead the women’s assault in

the Big East.
One and three-meter diving events are
also a component of the team scores,
although the quartet of sophomores who
compose the Georgetown diving team
have room for improvement.
“The team is young and inexperienced,

but

has

a lot of potential.

Over Christmas break we are going to
work on adding to their list of dives,”
said Diving Coach Catherine Wentz.
Both the men and women will continue swimming up to four miles a day
until their next meet against Mary
Washington on Saturday.

